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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
22 October 2021      
 
CAMERON TRINGALE  ( -7) 
 
 
Q.  Cameron, 4 under, tied for the round of the day so far. Take us through the round. 
 
CAMERON TRINGALE:  Well, it was cold on the first hole and rainy on the last hole, but I 
produced a steady round of golf really. I kept it in front of me, I hit a lot of good iron shots. 
The course played really long in this cold weather and being so wet. Just made some nice 
swings with my irons and kind of left myself in the right positions on these greens and was 
able to make a few putts. That was the day. 
 
Q.  You mentioned the soft conditions. Different from yesterday, but still had a lot of 
bite. You mentioned how long it was. Take us through how tough it was.  
 
CAMERON TRINGALE:  Yeah, the greens have been about -- I would say they weren't 
really much softer. They've been soft all week, so it was really just the cold and rain. I mean, 
I hit a lot of long irons into these holes. Yeah, a lot different than yesterday. 
 
Q.  And tomorrow you're going to be paired with Hideki, a chance to play spoiler to 
the home man. What are your thoughts going into that third round? 
 
CAMERON TRINGALE:  Yeah, I mean, nothing. Keep playing, try and keep my head down, 
be friendly. 
 
Q.  How has the Japanese crowd been treating you? 
 
CAMERON TRINGALE:  Oh, amazing. Everyone seems so happy here. I don't know if 
they're just excited to see golf or if that's their general demeanor, but fun to play in front of 
them. They know their golf and they know when to clap and they're very polite, so it's been 
good. We had Yuki in our group these first two days and he had some of the local support, 
so it was fun, but they're definitely bipartisan. 
  


